Free funds: tech students see incentive for trade schools
Build Dakota scholarship fund presented at high school assembly

     Students with hands-on skills could earn a full-ride scholarship at state tech schools and guaranteed jobs in South Dakota under a new scholarship. Build Dakota is a program that could offer a full-ride to tech schools for students. The program is gaining attention among schools in South Dakota and in the district. Locally, a presentation on Build Dakota was given to high school students on September 7. All students were required to attend the presentation. 
     “It was a good way to share information on a topic I think students are unfamiliar with,” said Superintendent Jerry Rasmussen.
     Representatives from Kalins Indoor Comfort Heating, Air Conditioning & Fireplaces, Tyson Foods, WA Klinger LLC, and Demi Amundsen, presented the values of the Build Dakota scholarship during the assembly.
     The reason for the tech school push is that South Dakota has skilled trade jobs available, but not enough people to fill those jobs, so legislators and sponsor businesses worked together to create the scholarship program to entice student interest. The Build Dakota Scholarship pays for half of a student’s expenses for one of four schools involved in the scholarship. A sponsor pays the other half of the expenses. The scholarships will support tuition, fees, books, and other required program expenses in the eligible technical institute programs. Recipients of the scholarships will commit to living and working in the state, in their field of study, for three years following graduation. In the agreement, participants are guaranteed a job at their specific sponsor company at an above-average wage. Freshmen Logan Martin already has plans to apply to the Build Dakota Scholarship and wants to become an architect.
     “I think that people considering it [Build Dakota] feel like it is a strong option,” said Freshmen Logan Martin. “The market for well-trained workers is competitive, and finding a job will be easy.”
     The four institutes involved and their respective scholarship names are as follows: Lake Area Institute: Stretch the million, Southeast Tech: Sponsor-a-scholar, Mitchell Technical Institute: Double Edge, and Western Dakota Tech: Have your pick. The programs that qualify are: Agriculture, Automotive, Building Trades/Construction, Energy Technicians, Engineering Technicians, Healthcare, IT/Computer Information Systems, Precision Manufacturing, and Welding. 
     Thirteen different scholarships are guaranteed a full-ride opportunity. Students of any age and from any state are eligible to apply. Applications open January 1, 2018 and close March 31, 2018.

